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Interview Report  

 
Introduction   
The Nike Women research team conducted a one-on-one interview with a female college student who 
has a membership with the Nike mobile application (Nike app).  
 
The purpose of the interview was to collect qualitative data from a Nike member to gain insight on 
what motivates members to join the Nike app and if the membership leads to customer loyalty.  
 
Participant Background   
The participant interviewed is a 22-year-old college student who lives in Huntington Beach, California. 
She is a third-year college student studying communications at California State University Long 
Beach. She was born and raised in Orange County, California, and played recreational soccer for 11 
years. Although she no longer plays any sports, she maintains an active lifestyle and buys athleisure 
clothes monthly. She has been a Nike customer since she first started playing soccer and now 
continues to buy Nike Women products, especially its sneakers. The participant has had a membership 
with the Nike app since 2020.   
 
Methodology    
The Nike Women research team recruited a participant who has a membership with the Nike app and 
has knowledge of the Nike Women brand. The participant was contacted a week before the interview 
and screened to ensure that she had a Nike membership, awareness of the brand and if she would be 
willing to attend the interview session. The participant replied “yes” to all three questions. She also 
provided both written and verbal consent for the interview to be recorded (see Appendices).  
 
The interview was conducted on November 14, 2022, and lasted 25 minutes. The questions included 
topics on the participant’s browsing preferences, shopping habits, athleisure wear brand choice and her 
motivation for purchasing Nike Women products. The research team also asked questions on the 
participant’s membership with the Nike app. The interview was completed through the phone, 
recorded and transcribed with the online transcription service Trint. The participant was not given the 
questions beforehand.   
 
Key Observations   
Key observations from the interview included:  
 

• The discounts offered to Nike members might motivate consumers similar to the participant to 
sign up for the app.  
 

• Nike employees have an influential role in promoting the Nike app and obtaining new 
members.  
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• Nike members like the participant purchase Nike Women products more often since creating a 

membership.  
    

• The Nike app is used by members to track product drops and the launch of new sneakers.  
 

• Consumers who are like the interviewee feel that they do not know enough about the brand to 
consider themselves an advocate of Nike Women.  

 
• Nike Women products instill a sense of pride in the brand’s consumers.  

 
• The design of the Nike membership app is appealing to users, which can lead to consumers 

purchasing Nike Women’s products. 
 
Key Themes and Notable Quotes:   
 
A main motivator to create a membership with the Nike app is to receive discounts.   

• “The Nike worker said that they were having a promotion that day where people who sign up 
for the app for the first time can get a 15% discount. I remember I bought several things that 
day and was not looking forward to the damage that it would do on my bank account. So, 
when the worker said I could get a discount, I downloaded the app right away.”  

 
• “I get some discounts for like birthdays and rewards that I earn with purchases.”  

 
Nike retail employees drive customers’ interest in creating a membership with the Nike app.    

• “I was shopping at a Nike store back home in San Clemente and I was about to buy things. A 
Nike worker came up to me and explained what the Nike app is and what being a member with 
the app looks like.”  

 
• “I had no clue that Nike had an app, or even a membership, before talking to the employee.”  

 
Nike members are more inclined to purchase Nike Women products because of their membership.   

• “As I got older, I kind of just stopped buying from Nike and wore other workout brands, like 
Lulu or Athleta. But then getting a membership kind of made me become way more interested 
in the brand again, and now I shop there pretty frequently.”  
 

• “I would say I buy Nike Women products like almost every month.”  
 
• “Sometimes I just get bored when I am playing on my phone, so I just go into the Nike app to 

just make the time go by. Then all of sudden I find something that I like, and I am buying it.”  
 
Nike members use the app to purchase new product drops, specifically the brand’s sneakers.   

• “I mainly use the app to look at products and try to buy sneakers when they drop. I literally 
have my credit card, billing information, address and shoe size saved in my Nike app so all I 
have to do is hit the add to cart button for a new shoe.”  

 
• “I have notifications on my Nike app that will let me know when a new sneaker is being 

released.”  
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• “I definitely was not into Nike Women sneakers like I am now before my membership. It was 
kind of addicting to see if I would get a shoe or not.”   

 
Consumers do not know enough about the brand to consider themselves an advocate of Nike 
Women.   

• “I think I would consider myself to be a fan, not an advocate.”   
 

• “I feel like I do not know that much about the brand to be an advocate. Like I know what types 
of products that it has and some of the different shoes it has since I always buy sneakers from 
them. But then I do not know like the brand’s leadership, how it started or things like that.”  

  
Consumers try to find exclusive Nike sneakers and take pride in the shoes they purchase because the 
brand’s sneakers make them feel trendy.  

• “When someone compliments my shoes, it makes me feel like I am being trendy because they 
haven’t seen those particular sneakers or running shoes that I am wearing.”  

 
• “This might sound kind of harsh, but I try not to buy any of the basic sneakers that every other 

girl wears. Like white Air Forces. I really try to get different sneakers and sneakers that just 
launch.”  

 
The addictiveness of scrolling through the Nike app makes it appealing to consumers, which leads to 
consumers purchasing the brand’s products.   

• “Sometimes I just get bored when I am playing on my phone, so I just go into the Nike app to 
just make the time go by. Then all of sudden I find something that I like, and I am buying it.”   

 
Limitations of the Study  
The participant was known to the researcher, which may have led to biased answers. Since the 
participant already had a Nike membership, her pre-established appreciation of the Nike Women brand 
could have also caused biased responses. The interview was also conducted over the phone. The 
researcher was not able to read the participant’s body language or facial expressions, which makes it 
difficult to determine the authenticity of the responses.  
 
Conclusion and Future Ideas   
The interview with the participant established that a main motivator for creating a membership with 
the Nike app is to receive discounts and track product launches. Although discounts are a main 
motivator to become a member, product releases keep individuals like the participant engaged with the 
app. The design of the Nike membership app is appealing to users because it allows members to 
continuously scroll through the brand’s products. The constant scrolling can be addictive in nature for 
consumers similar to the participant and cause them to purchase products more frequently. The Nike 
membership makes consumers more inclined to buy Nike Women products.  
 
The interview with the participant established that Nike Women’s products, specifically its sneakers, 
make consumers feel trendy. Purchasing the brand’s sneakers is seen as competitive and consumers 
who are like the participant are wanting to obtain the newest product drops. This helps create a 
motivation for consumers to buy Nike Women’s sneakers.  
 
The interview also established that part of Nike’s mission statement and commitment to inclusivity are 
unknown to consumers. The participant was unaware that part of Nike’s mission statement is “If you 
have a body, you are an athlete” (Nike, 2022, para.1). Since this is a main value of the brand, future 
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research should determine if other consumers are unaware of Nike Women’s commitment to 
inclusivity.     
 
The next step for the research team is to quantitatively support whether these sentiments are felt by 
other Nike members.   
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Appendices 
 

Appendix A: Interview Transcription  
 
The Nike Women brand conducted an interview to get a selected participant’s insights on the brand 
and their membership with the Nike app. On the following pages is the transcription of the session. 
 
The interview took place on November 14, 2022, at 6:30 p.m.   
 

 
 
Interviewer Introduction:  
Hello, my name is Eryka Forquer and I’m here as part of a research project for my PR class at Arizona 
State University that is looking into the Nike Women brand. I’d like to ask you a few questions dealing 
with your perception of the Nike Women brand and your membership with Nike’s app. This study is 
for class purposes only and has not been funded by any organization. Let me assure you that your 
name will not be used in the final report without your permission and your anonymity will be 
maintained. Would you mind if I use a tape recorder for this session? If not, I’ll rely on my 
handwritten notes. Can we begin? 
 
Participant: Yes, of course. I do not mind at all if you record the interview. I am excited to begin.   
 
Interviewer: Okay great, let's get started then. Before we specifically get into the Nike women brand, 
I'd like to ask you a few questions to get a better understanding on your shopping or consumer habits in 
general. These answers do not have to specifically focus on Nike or the Nike Women brand, it can be 
about any stores that you shop at. 
 
Participant: Okay, that makes sense.  
 
Interviewer: So, my first question for you then is do you prefer to browse for new clothes from a 
brand in person, through a website or through apps that brands have?  
 
Participant: It honestly probably depends on what brand I am browsing products at. If it's a store that 
is not close to me, then I usually browse online or even through an app if I happen to have the app for 
that particular brand. But if the store is in a close distance to where I live, then I definitely prefer to 
browse for clothes in person.  
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Interviewer: Can you explain why you prefer to browse for clothes in person?  
 
Participant: Looking at a brand’s clothes in person, at the actual store, stresses me out way less 
compared to looking online or through an app. Like if there's a limited inventory, I can see what the 
store has in person. What I see is what I get. Whereas like online, I can kind of keep scrolling and 
scrolling and then kind of get myself too deep into it.  
 
Interviewer: I am guessing that you also prefer to actually buy clothes from a brand then in person.   
 
Participant: Yes, definitely. I also feel like I become really indecisive when I try to buy clothes online 
or through an app. I always think I will find something better and continue to just keep looking online 
and then I am like 12 pages deep into a store's website. Whereas like in the store, I could compare two 
things in person and then immediately be like yes, this one is coming home with me.    
 
Interviewer: Yes, it is very easy to get caught up in online shopping.  
 
Participant: Exactly. Online shopping can be really dangerous for me because I will spend hours 
looking online and before I know it, I have like 20 items in my cart.    
 
Interviewer: Would you say that you regularly buy athleisure or workout clothes?  
 
Participant: I probably buy those types of clothes at least once a month.   
 
Interviewer: Okay, great. Aside from Nike Women, what other athleisure brands do you like to wear?  
 
Participant: I really like Lulu, Athleta and Alo. I also have been wearing a bunch of workout clothes 
from Amazon because the clothes are really cheap, and I can get the clothes shipped really quickly to 
me with Prime. I also have been trying this newer brand called Vuori.  
 
Interviewer: Okay, so you like to wear a different variety of brands.  
 
Participant: Yes, I kind of wear a bunch of different workout brands.  
 
Interviewer: So, let's focus on Nike and the Nike Women brand right now. Do you consider yourself 
to be a fan or advocate for Nike Women?   
 
Participant: I think I would consider myself to be a fan, not an advocate.   
 
Interviewer: And why is that?  
 
Participant: I really like the brand and I shop at it a lot. I played soccer for 11 years, so I was always 
buying Nike products. But I feel like I do not know that much about the brand to be an advocate. Like I 
know what types of products that it has and some of the different shoes it has since I always buy 
sneakers from them. But then I do not know like the brand’s leadership, how it started or things like 
that.   
 
Interviewer: I am assuming that you know Nike’s slogan of “just do it.” Do you know if the Nike 
Women brand or Nike has any other slogan?   
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Participant: I definitely know the “just do it.” But I don’t think Nike has any other main slogan. I 
think that's it.   
 
Interviewer: Okay, great. Since you mentioned that you frequently shop at the brand, has anyone ever 
commented on a Nike item that you were wearing?  
 
Participant: Yes! I get compliments on my sneakers that I buy from Nike Women all the time.  
 
Interviewer: How do you feel when people comment on your shoes?  
 
Participant: It honestly makes me feel really good. This might sound kind of harsh, but I try not to 
buy any of the basic sneakers that every other girl wears. Like white Air Forces. I really try to get 
different sneakers and sneakers that just launch. So, when someone compliments my shoes, it makes 
me feel like I am being trendy because they haven’t seen those particular sneakers or running shoes 
that I am wearing. Just to clarify, I feel trendy but not like a trendsetter. It also makes me feel like my 
purchase was worth it.  
 
Interviewer: So, you pay close attention to the product drops at Nike Women?    
 
Participant: All the time! I have notifications on my Nike app that will let me know when a new 
sneaker is being released. I don’t really watch the apparel drops as closely because they are usually 
easier to get. Sneaker drops are so competitive and stressful. I feel like it's an Olympic sport or 
something.  
 
Interviewer: What makes the product drops so competitive?  
 
Participant: They can literally sell out in minutes. Everyone wants the newest sneaker and when it 
drops at a certain time at a certain day, everyone is ready for it. I really like wearing Nike Women 
sneakers and think it's a great product, so I really like to watch for new drops. 
 
Interviewer: I can tell that you are a frequent customer with Nike and the Nike Women brand. I would 
like to now focus on your membership with Nike and ask you some questions about it.    
 
Participant: Great, let's do it.  
 
Interviewer: So how did you first learn about the Nike membership app? 
 
Participant: I was shopping at a Nike store back home in San Clemente and I was about to buy things. 
A Nike worker came up to me and explained what the Nike app is and what being a member with the 
app looks like. He had a whole pitch lined up about the Nike membership and it honestly sold me. I 
had no clue that Nike had an app or even a membership before talking to the employee.    
 
Interviewer: So, what was your main motivation to get the app and become a Nike member?   
 
Participant: It was a discount. The Nike worker said that they were having a promotion that day 
where people who sign up for the app for the first time can get a 15% discount.  
I remember I bought several things that day and was not looking forward to the damage that it would 
do on my bank account. So, when the worker said I could get a discount, I downloaded the app right 
away.  
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Interviewer: And do you remember when this was? When did you first create your membership?   
 
Participant: Oh, I am not sure. I think the app tells you how long you've been a member for. Let me 
check.   
 
Interviewer: No worries, go ahead.  
 
Participant: Okay, so I have been a member since 2020. So, for two years.  
 
Interviewer: So, I know you mentioned that you created your membership and downloaded the app to 
get a discount. But what do you mainly use the Nike app for now? Is it still to get discounts?  
 
Participant: Yes and no. I get some discounts for like birthdays and rewards that I earn with 
purchases. But I mainly use the app to look at products and try to buy sneakers when they drop. I 
literally have my credit card, billing information, address and shoe size saved in my Nike app so all I 
have to do is hit the add to cart button for a new shoe.  
 
Interviewer: And since you have had the app and have been a Nike member, have you bought Nike 
Women products more or less often?  
 
Participant: Unfortunately, way more often. Sometimes I just get bored when I am playing on my 
phone, so I just go into the Nike app to just make the time go by. Then all of sudden I find something 
that I like, and I am buying it. I purchase more often too because of the product launches. I definitely 
was not into Nike Women sneakers like I am now before my membership. It was kind of addicting to 
see if I would get a shoe or not.  
 
Interviewer: So, you feel like the membership makes you more likely to buy Nike Women products?  
 
Participant: Yes. I always liked the brand and bought some Nike things growing up because I played 
so many sports. But then as I got older, I kind of just stopped buying from Nike and wore other 
workout brands like Lulu or Athleta. But then getting a membership kind of made me become way 
more interested in the brand again and now I shop there pretty frequently.  
 
Interviewer: How often do you now purchase Nike Women Products?  
 
Participant: I would say I buy Nike Women products like almost every month.   
 
Interviewer: Well, I think that those are all the questions that I have for you. Is there anything that I 
didn’t ask that you want to add?  
 
Participant: No, I feel like everything was pretty much covered.  
 
Interviewer: Great. Well thank you for your time and thank you for being willing to let me interview 
you. I hope you enjoy the rest of your night.  
 
Participant: Thank you, you too. 
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Appendix B: Consent Form 
 
Nike Women brand and Nike app membership 
I am an undergraduate student under the direction of Professor Bovio at the Walter Cronkite School of 
Journalism and Mass Communication at Arizona State University. I am conducting a research study 
for my Public Relations Research class to better understand the Nike Women brand and the Nike app 
membership. I am inviting your participation, which will involve an approximately 30-minute 
interview. You have the right not to answer any question, and to stop participation at any time. 
Your participation in this study is voluntary. If you choose not to participate or to withdraw from the 
study at any time, there will be no penalty. Your responses to the interview will be used to better 
understand the Nike Women brand and the Nike app membership. There are no foreseeable risks or 
discomforts to your participation. Your individual responses will be kept anonymous. The results of 
this study may be used in class assignments, but your name will not be used.  
 
I would like to audio record this interview. It will be transcribed, but the recording will be deleted after 
the transcription is complete. The interview will not be recorded without your permission. Please let 
me know if you do not want the interview to be recorded; you also can change your mind after the 
interview starts, just let me know.  
 
If you have any questions concerning the research study, please contact me at eforquer@asu.edu or 
949-421-9090. If you have any questions about your rights as a subject/participant in this research, or 
if you feel you have been placed at risk, you can contact the Chair of the Human Subjects Institutional 
Review Board, through the ASU Office of Research Integrity and Assurance, at (480) 965-6788. 
Please let me know if you wish to be part of the study. 
 
By signing below, you are agreeing to be part of the study. 
 
Name: Alyssa Garcia  
 
Signature:      
  Date: 11/14/22 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:eforquer@asu.edu
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